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Experimentall  methods and kinetic schemes 

Introductio n n 

Thiss chapter will describe successively the experimental methods of Fourier 

transformm ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry and the kinetic schemes 

appliedd in the research for this thesis. 

Experimentall  methods 

2.11 Fourier  Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass 

Spectrometry y 

Thee method of Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) [1,2] 

masss spectrometry has first been developed by Comisarow and Marshall in 

1974.. Since then this type of mass spectrometry has become increasingly 

advancedd and sophisticated and has been applied extensively in reaction 

mechanisticc and kinetic studies of gas-phase ion/molecule reactions at low 

pressuress [3-9], in probing ion structures [10,11] and in the determination of 

thermodynamicc properties [12,13] such as the proton affinity, electron affinity, 

acidity/basicityy and heat of formation of gas phase molecules. Tremendous 

instrumentall  developments and improvements, such as external ion sources, 

higherr magnet field strenghts and advanced methods to manipulate ions and to 

retrievee spectra, have enabled FT-ICR mass spectrometry [14,15] to play a very 

importantt role in fundamental research. Nowadays the commercially available 
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FT-ICRR mass spectrometers have reached a stage for more or less routine use. 

Recently,, the FT-ICR method has been applied for the analysis of compounds 

withh a high molecular weight (~106 Daltons) [16,17] in routine jobs with use of 

electrosprayy (ES) [18-20] coupled to, for example, electrophoresis [21] or by 

usee of the matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI ) technique 

[22,23]. . 

Inn the research described in this thesis, FT-ICR has been applied to study 

relativelyy low mass singly charged ions, that is m/z < 150. In the next 

paragraphss the basic principles and operation of the FT-ICR mass spectrometer 

usedd wil l be described for understanding the performed experiments. 

2.22 Basic principles of FT-ICR mass spectrometry 

Inn Figure 2-1 a schematic drawing of a cubic cell constructed from molybdenum 

platess with a side length of d=2.5 cm is shown. This cell, mounted in a vacuum 

chamber,, is the heart of the FT-ICR mass spectrometer. The cell consists of two 

trappingg plates, two excitation plates and two receiver plates plus an assembly 

off  a filament and a few grids to generate and control an electron beam. The 

vacuumm system, which is heatable for outgassing, is pumped by an Edwards 

modell  EO-2 diffusion pump in series with an Edwards ED-50 rotary pump. 

Variablee leak valves are used to introduce neutral gases at pressures of 10"9 to 

10"66 Ton*  in the vacuum chamber. Pressures were measured with a Vacuum 

Generatorss VIG 21 ion gauge. 

Thee electron beam is used for ionisation (Electron Ionisation) of the neutral 

gases.. The ionisation energy of the electrons was between 15 and 20 eV in all 

experiments. . 
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Figuree 2-1. Schematic drawing of the FT-ICR cell. The cell is mounted in a 
vacuumm chamber. 

Thee direction of motion of the electrons in the electron beam is parallel to the 

magneticc field which was supplied by a 1.4 T 12 inch Varian magnet, adjusted 

too 1.25 T and surrounding the vacuum chamber. To irradiate the trapped ions 

withh laser light, the FT-ICR mass spectrometer contains a sapphire window. 

Thee excitation plates are highly light-transparent molybdenum mesh grids and 

att the back of the cell a slightly concave mirror reflects the light. 

2.33 Ion storage 

Thee FT-ICR mass spectrometer is based on storing or 'trapping' ions in the cell. 

Too trap the ions, in addition to the magnetic field a small electric potential is 

appliedd to the trapping plates. 
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2.3.12.3.1 Storage of ions in the xy-plane using the Lorentz force 

Lorentz'ss law describes the motion of an ion in a homogeneous magnetic field 

B:: the ion moves with constant velocity along a circle perpendicular to the 

magneticc field applied as shown in Figure 2-2. 

® ® B B 

, , 

Figuree 2-2. An ion in a homogeneous magnetic field moves with constant 
velocityy along a circle perpendicular to that magnetic field. The magnetic 
field'ss direction is towards the reader. 

Thee force that is exercized on the ion to create the ions circular motion is 

describedd by eq. 1. 

dv v 
FF = m a = m = q-E + q(vxB) (1) 

m,, q and v define the mass, charge and velocity of the ion. The vector cross 

productt explains the direction of the Lorentz force which is perpendicular to the 

planee of the magnetic field vector and the velocity vector. At constant velocity 

thee ion has a circular motion with radius r. If the velocity v in the xy plane 

(vxy)) is defined as 

vxy=V^ F F +v\ +v\ 
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itt can be combined with the angular acceleration 

dvv v2 

xyy xy 

dtt r 

inn eq. 1 which becomes 

m v 2 2 

-- = q - V B (2) 

Iff  we define the angular velocity co (in rad/s), about the z-axis by 

v v 
xy y 

coo = — -

eq.. 2 becomes 

q-BB z-e-B 
== (3) 

mm m 

Thee angular velocity co is denoted as Cflfc, the cyclotron frequency. 

Althoughh the ion is trapped in the xy plane by the magnetic field with the 

frequencyfrequency of its circular motion being equal to cot, it is free to move in the 

directionn of the magnetic field (z-direction). 

2.3.22.3.2 Trapping ions in the z-direction using an electric field 

Thee motion of ions in the z-direction can be restricted by application of an 

electricc field. This field is created by an electrostatic potential of usually 2 Volts 
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appliedd to the 'trapping plates' with respect to the other plates. This leads to an 

approximatelyy quadrupolar field and an approximately harmonic potential along 

thee z-axis in the center of the cell, the direction of the magnetic field. This is 

shownn in Figure 2-3. 

Thee motion of the ion in the direction of the magnetic field has been shown [24] 

too be approximately harmonic in a cubic cell. This is described by eq. 4. 

dvzz _ 4 q v T 

dt t m d2 2 (4) ) 

~© © 

o. . 
OX) ) 

c c 

1 1 
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Figuree 2-3: The potential well in the cell (black line) induced by the voltages 
appliedd to the trapping plates prevents the ion from escaping along the axis of 
thee magnet field. The potential in the center of the cell is the average of the 
voltagess on all plates of the cubic cell. 

wheree d is the distance between the trapping plates and vT the applied voltage. 

Thiss gives the trapping frequency o>r as given by eq. 5. 

0)TT =2-7CVT = -  J -—-TT d V m 
(5) ) 
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2.3.32.3.3 The motion of ions in a combined magnetic and electric field 

Thee motions of ions within a magnetic and quadrupolar electric field, formed by 

thee voltages on the trapping plates with respect to the receiver/excitation plates, 

aree coupled [24]. This results in two circular motions leading to the 'reduced' 

cyclotronn frequency av and the magnetron frequency ox, respectively. 

qBB + Jq2B2 - 4  mqE 
" * = - ^ 2 SS (6) 

qB-Jq2B2-4mqE E 
m = — ^^  ( 7 ) 

Thee magnetron frequency for all ions except for high mass ions is very small 

andd negligible with respect to the cyclotron frequency ax.. Although it is correct 

too use uif instead of ov, for convenience cot is used in the discussions in the 

paragraphss below where the trapping frequency o>r and magnetron frequency ax 

aree ignored. 

2.44 Ion excitation 

Iff  a radio-frequent electric field with frequency cot ( see eq. 3) is applied to the 

excitationn plates, then the ions in the center of the cell, with a corresponding 

mass-to-chargee ratio, are accelerated and spiral outwards to a circle with a 

largerr radius (see Figure 2-4). 
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Figuree 2-4. Left: The applied rf-field is in resonance with the m/q of the ion in 
thee center of the cell. Therefore it's radius wil l increase. Right: Detection of the 
inducedd current of a translationally excited ion m/q gives a damped alternating 
responsee field with frequency cut according to eq. 3 because the coherence of 
thee motion of the ions is lost. 

Thus,, a radio frequency sweep through the appropriate frequency range will 

translationallyy excite all ions in resonance, that is having a mass within the 

frequencyy range, as ion packets coherently [15] to a larger radius. Following the 

externall  radio frequency field excitation the ions induce an alternating current 

withh frequency cot on the receiver plates. However, the coherent motion of the 

ionn packets is lost due to collisions of the ions with neutral molecules which 

causee a damping of the induced alternating current response in the receiver 

plates.. This alternating current response is Fourier transformed to give the 

frequenciesfrequencies present from which via eq 3 the corresponding mass spectrum can 

bee obtained. 

2.55 Ion manipulation 

Ionss can also be manipulated using the techniques of translational excitation. 

Forr example, when the applied radio-frequent electric field is strong or its 

durationn long, the radius of the ion circular motion wil l become very large. 
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Eventually,, this results in collision of the ions with the excitation or receiver 

platess followed by neutralisation of the ions. If the frequency of such radio 

frequentt electric field is equal to the cyclotron frequency cot of the ions, then 

onlyy these ions wil l be neutralized and ejected from the cell. 

Thiss is very useful [24] to remove unwanted ions from the cell during the 

experiments.. An efficient way to achieve this and to isolate in this way ions 

withh a particular m/z ratio in the cell is SWIFT (Stored Waveform Inverse 

Fourierr Transform) [25,26]. In this method a sum of frequencies is selected in 

whichh ions should be removed from the cell. This sum of frequencies is inverse 

Fourierr transformed to the time-domain and then applied to the excitation plates 

removingg instantaneously all selected ions. By combining or repeating such 

methodss a complete and pure isolation of ions with a particular m/z ratio in the 

celll  is possible. 

Inn Figure 2-5 a typical time sequence of applied pulses in FT-ICR is presented. 

Thee total time duration of such a time sequence can be from 100 ms up to 

seconds. . 

quench h 
pulse e 

electron n 
beam m 

shutterr open pulse 

detection n 
pulse e 

detection n 
off  current 

t[ms]]  —» 

Figuree 2-5. A typical time sequence of pulses used in FT-ICR experiments. 

Duringg the quench pulse (5 ms) a voltage of-10 V is applied to one trapping 

platee for removing the trapping well and therefore removing all ions from the 

cell.. Subsequently the electron beam is activated. This generates ions from the 

neutrall  gases present in the cell. Typical lenghts of the electron beam pulse are 
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fromfrom 10 ms for high pressures (10~6 Torr) up to 600 ms when the gases are 

presentt at very low pressure (109Torr). 

Ejectionn pulse 1 is, for example, a SWIFT pulse (usually 4 ms up to 16 ms) used 

forr the isolation (selection) of ions with a particular m/z value in the cell by 

ejectingg all unwanted ions. The waiting period between ejection pulses 1 and 2 

iss used to give the isolated, electron beam excited ions time to relax by radiation 

orr non-reactive collisions to obtain relatively cool ions in the cell. Depending 

onn the pressure this waiting time can be up to 700 ms. Ejection pulse 2 is to 

remove,, for example, ionic products from reaction of the electron beam excited 

ionss with neutral gases. Afterwards the shutter is opened for a defined time (100 

mss up to 3000 ms) to irradiate the mass selected ions with laser light. Then 

detectionn of the remaining isolated ions and fragment or ion/molecule reaction 

productt ions is achieved by successive excitation (4 ms) to a cyclotron radius of 

aboutt 25% of the cell diameter and receipt of the current response signal (up to 

99 ms) induced in the receiver plate, which subsequently is subjected to Fourier 

transformation. . 

2.66 Instrumental setup 

Inn Figure 2-6 a schematic representation of the FT-ICR apparatus is shown. The 

MVME1333 Motorola computer, the core-controller of the apparatus, sends the 

timingg instructions of the programmed pulses, the SWIFT data and shutter 

timingg to the laboratory built microcomputer which controls the laser-light 

shutter,, frequency synthesizer, DC voltages (Quench pulse etc.) and electron 

beam.. The Motorola computer also receives the AC current from the receiver 

platess via an AD converter (8 MHz). The time domain signal is then 

transformedd to a frequency domain signal. The obtained spectra can be stored in 

thee personal computer. The frequency synthesizer is used for single frequency 

excitationn or for a frequency sweep 'chirp' where the frequency is swept over a 
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selectedd range corresponding to the mass range of ions to be ejected in the 

performedd experiments. 

lenses s 

argonn ion 
laser r 

personal l 
computer r ( ( 

Motorola a 
computer r 

homee built 
microcomputer r 

Figuree 2-6. A schematic representation of the FT-ICR apparatus. 

Thee argon ion laser-light from a Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2017 is telescopically 

adjustedd with a few lenses to cover most of the cell area. Powers used are in the 

rangee of 0.05 W to 1.80 W at wavelenghts of 488 nm or 514 nm and adjusted 

withh a power controller. 
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Kineticc Schemes 

2.77 Two-photon dissociation 

AA kinetic model for a sequential two-photon dissociation was introduced by 

Beauchampp and co-workers [27,28] and by Dunbar and Fu [29] in the mid 

seventies.. This model accounts for the consequences of varying the laser beam 

intensityy and pressure in two-photon dissociation experiments and wil l be 

presentedd below. 

2.7.12.7.1 The kinetic model 

Inn the kinetic scheme of Figure 2-7 an ion M+ absorbs successively two photons 

providedd by the laser with intensity I which leads to fragmentation. G\ is the 

crosss section for the first photon absorption which gives the excited ion M+\ 

Figuree 2-7. The kinetic scheme of a two-photon dissociation. For an 
explanationn of the symbols see further text. 

Thiss excited ion M+ can absorb a second photon with photon absorption cross 

sectionn G2 which dissociates and forms fragment F among other fragments. 

Relaxationn back to the ground state occurs by collisions with a relaxation rate 

constantt ki at a neutral density n or by radiation with a relaxation rate constant 

k2.. From this kinetic scheme the partial differential equations can be derived: 
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^ i ^ - I - a . - t M ^^  + n-k.-EM^ l + k^tM" ] (8) 
at t 

ffiffi  = ra,- [M + ] - I -o ! [M +*]-nk , [M +*]-k 2 [M+*] (9) 
dt t 

fflffl  = I-a2[M
+* ] 

dtt  2 L J 

Followingg rewritin g eq. 8 into eq. 11 and differentiating gives eq. 12 

[ M r . ] == 1 d t M ^ I o . t M * ] 
nk ,+k 22 dt nk,+k 2 

where e 

(10) ) 

(11) ) 

d[M +'] == 1 dï[M +] | I<yd[NT ] 
dtt  n-k,+k2 dt2 (nk,+k 2)dt 

Substitutionn of eqs. 11 and 12 into eq. 9 leads to eq. 13 

^ ll  + ( I . a 1 + I a 2 + n k , + k 2 ) ^ i + I 2.a1.o2.[M
+] = 0 (13) 

dtt  dt 

withh the solution 

[M +(t,I)]/[M +(t,0)]]  = -̂  2 (14) 
r,, -r , 
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__ (Ia, + Io2 + nk, + k2)  V(Ia, + Ia2 + nk, + k2 )
2 - 4I2a,a2 

ri.22 ~ U~V 

R.C.. Dunbar [30] and van der Hart [31] have shown that the term ri(2 can be 

approximatedd by 

r,, = (la, + Ia2 + nk, + k2) 

I22 a, -a2 
F22 = ~ 

l a ,, l i e , +nk, +k, 

forr a wide variety of the values of (k2+nkt) /(Iai+Ia2) and that it may be 

concludedd that for r2«ri and for times t»(Iai+Ia2+ k2+nki)"1 the second term 

off  eq. 14 becomes vanishingly small, so that eq. 16 obeys a single exponential 

behaviour,, that is: 

-ln([M +(t,I)]/[M +aO)])== l 2 ' q , ' q 2 . t . 06 ) 
II  (a, +a2) + nk, +k2 

Fromm the final result given by eq. 16 it is concluded that, when the amount of 

ionss [M+] is measured at a constant irradiation time t as a function of light 

intensityy and pressure, a plot of-I/ln([M +(t,I)]/[M +(t,0)]) versus I"1 should be 

linear.. The slope a and the intercept p of the corresponding line are given in 

eq.177 and eq. 18, respectively. 

aa = — ! 2- (17) 
a , a2 t t 
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PP = <°'+q' > (18) 
CT,CT, • a2 • t 

AA plot of a versus pressure n should be linear with the slope y and intercept 8 

givenn be eq. 19 and 20, respectively. 

y=—^-y=—^- (19) 
o,-a2-t t 

88 = — ^ — (20) 
a,,  a2  t 

Byy varying the pressure over a reasonably large range, it is possible to make a 

distinctionn between nki and k2. However, the subscripts 1 and 2 of the 

absorptionn cross sections are interchangeable in eq. 18, so that it is not possible 

too assign experimentally determined values specifically to Ci or a2. Therefore, 

twoo solutions of the ratio of the absorption cross sections are possible, which 

aree ai/a2 and G2IO\ and which are relevant for the following sections. 

2.88 Excited state intermolecular  proton transfer  reactions 

Inn the FT-ICR cell an ion can transfer a proton to a neutral molecule. Usually 

thee proton transfer is (very) fast, but the reaction should be thermoneutral or 

exothermic.. For this an important thermodynamic quantity is the proton affinity 

(PA)) of a molecule M which is defined as the negative of the enthalpy change 

off the reaction: 

M+H++ - • MH+-AH23; PA(M)=-(-AH23)=AH23 (21) 
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Similarly,, the PA of a neutral molecule N is given by: 

N+H++ - • NH+-AH24; PA(N)=-(-AH24)=AH24 (22) 

Itt follows that the enthalpy change AH25 of the reaction 23: 

N+MH++ - • M+NH+-AH25; (23) 

iss equal to the difference of PA(M)-PA(N). That is, reaction 23 is exothermic 

forr PA(N)>PA(M) and can occur, whereas for PA(N)<PA(M) the reaction 23 is 

endothermicc and will not take place. 

2.8.12.8.1 The kinetic model 

Inn Figure 2-8 the kinetic scheme for the sequential two-photon dissociation in 

sectionn 2.7.1 has been extended to include proton transfer from the excited ion 

MM to a neutral molecule of gas A to give the bimolecular reaction product P, in 

whichh k4 is the rate constant for relaxation of M+* by collisions with gas A 

wheree nA is the density of molecules A and k3 the bimolecular rate constant for 

reactionn of M+* with A. 

M++  M+ F 
nAk4+k2 2 

"A^a a 

Figuree 2-8. Reaction scheme for a pure two-photon dissociation process of M+, in 
whichh the singly photon excited M+ reacts with molecule A to give product P in 
competitionn with deactivation and absorption of the second photon to give F. The 
radiativee relaxation constant k2 is neglected in deriving the solutions of the 
differentiall equations (see further text). 
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Fromm the reaction scheme in Figure 2-8, the partial differential eqs. 24 to 27 are 

derivedd in which the relaxation rate constant k2 is neglected because usually 

radiativee relaxation is much slower than collisional relaxation at pressures of 

10"7Torrtoo 10~5Torr. 

^ O ^ - I G ,, [M+] + nA k4 -[NT*] (24) 
dt t 

d[P] ] 
dt t 

d[F] ] 
dt t 

d[M+'] ] 
dt t 

== n A k 3 [ M + ' ] (25) 

== I-o2 ' [M+ ' ] (26) 

== I a 1 [ M + ] - ( n A ( k 4 + k 3 ) + Ia2)-[M+*] (27) 

Rewritingg eq. 25 into eq. 28 and combining with eq. 26 gives: 

[M+>—L-4211 (28) 
nAA k3 dt 

jd[F]] = i ^ J d [ P ] (29) 

[P]] n A k 3 

(30) ) 

Eq.. 30 shows the dependence of the fragment and product ion abundance ratio 

ass a function of the laser intensity I and pressure expressed as nA. From this 

equationn it follows that a plot of the ratio of fragment and product ion 
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abundancess present in the cell after a constant irradiation time t versus the 

intensityy of the laser, I, and a plot of the reciprocal of the ratio versus the 

pressuree at a constant irradiation time t should be linear. 

Followingg rewriting of eq. 24 into eq. 31 and differentiating leads to eq. 32 

[ M + > > 
nAk4 4 

d[M+] ] 

dt t 
++ Ia,[M+] (31) ) 

d[M+*]__ 1 fd2[M+] d[M+] 

dtt nAk4 dt' ' dt t 
(32) ) 

whichh upon substitution in eq. 27 gives the differential eq. 33 

^ ^^ + (nA(k4+k3) + I ( a 1 + o 2 ) ) ^ P + Ia1(nAk3+Ia2)[M+] = 0 (33) 
att at 

Thee solution of eq. 33 is: 

[M+(t,I)]/[M+(t,0)]] = __ * i r1-e-ri,, + r,-e-r,t 

r , - r , , 
(34) ) 

where e 

ruu = 
( I a 1 +Ia 2 +n A k 4 +n A k 3 > / ( I a ,+ I a 2 +n A k 4 +n A k 3 ) 2 - 410 , ( 1^+nX) ) 

2 2 
(35) ) 
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eq.. 35 can be approximated by [30,31]: 

r,, = la, + Io2 + nAk4 + nAk3 

r,, = 
Ia,(Ic 2+nAk3) ) 

(Ia,+Ia 2+nA k 4+nA k 3) ) 

Fromm this approximation it may be concluded that for  r 2«r i and that for  times 

t»(Iai+Ia2 ++ nAk3+nAk4)'  m e second term of eq. 34 becomes vanishingly 

small,, so that eq. 34 wil l obey a single exponential behaviour. 

Thatt  is, eq. 34 with the conditions M+
(t=o)=Mo and M+ (t=o)=0 can be written as 

-ln([M +(t,I)]/[M +(t,0)])) = 
Iq,(Iq 2+nA k 3)t t 

Io,+Ic 2+nA (k 4+k 3) ) 
(36) ) 

Thee final solution, eq. 37, which shows clearly the relationship between the 

ratioratio  of the rates of fragment, F, and product ion, P, formation, Ic2/nAk3, and the 

laserr  intensity, I, and pressure of the neutral gas, nA, at a constant irradiatio n 

timee t is given below. 

1 1 
-ln([M +(t,I)]/[M +(t,0)])) a, 

K K ++ 1 ++ • 
11 a, 

—— +a,k3 3 

(37) ) 

Fromm eq. 37 it follows that a plot of the left hand side of eq. 37 at a constant 

irradiatio nn time t versus I/nA at several laser  intensities and several pressures of 

thee reference base should result in a straight line with intercept (k4+k3)/k3ai and 
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slopee (o~i+a2)/aik3. These quantities are important to obtain experimentally the 

ratioss k4/k3 from G\/o2 as will be discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis. 
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